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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the convexity of histogram. First the def-
inition of convexity and the necessary and sufficient criterion of histogram 
convexity are presented. Then it is proved that this criterion is generally 
global i.e. the whole histogram must be tested altogether. Finally are 
treated algorithms based on this criterion. 
Key words: Convex histogram, construction of convex histogram 
interpolant. 
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1 Introduction 
In various applications it is often necessary to construct a smooth function that 
interpolates prescribed data and preserves some shape properties of them. In 
the last years many papers were devoted to such problems. The majority of 
them treats the problems of positive (see e.g. [7], [10], [14]), monotone (see e.g. 
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [20]) or convex (see e.g. [3], [4], [8], [11], [13], [17]) spline 
interpolation of prescribed function values. Only few papers (see e.g. [9], [12], 
[15], [16], [18]) were devoted to problems of shape preserving interpolation of 
histogram. They suggest that problems of positive or monotone histopolation 
are only a little more complicated than equivalent problems of function values 
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interpolation and in case of polynomial splines they can be transformed to prob­
lems of monotone or convex function values interpolation by splines with order 
increased by one (see e.g. [9], [12], [19]). But the convex histopolation seems 
to be more difficult. The first question which arrises is wThen we can say that 
histogram is convex. And the solution of such problem is the subject of this 
paper. 
The natural approach to that problem is based on existence of convex func­
tion interpolating given histogram. But this definition is too general and some 
more simple criterion is needed. In [15], [16] the so called histogram in con­
vex position is defined as histogram which can be interpolated by convex linear 
spline (the mesh is same as for histogram). But we can see (Fig. 1) that his­
togram G = {1.25,0.75,0.25,0.375,3,6} on the mesh {0,1,2,3,4,5,6} is not 
convex according to this criterion although there exist convex linear splines on 
refined mesh {0,1,2,3,3.5,4,5,6} which interpolate G (see Fig. 2). 
—i г~ 
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Figure 1: The nonconvexity of linear 
interpolatory spline on original mesh 
Figure 2: The convexity of linear in­
terpolatory spline on refined mesh 
It suggests that better criterion of histogram convexity is existence of convex 
linear spline on refined mesh with one added knot to any interval of original 
mesh. In section 2 is proved that this criterion is equivalent to the definition 
which uses continuous function. Another question which arises is if previous 
criterion is local or global. It is known that criterion of function values convexity 
is local (all the second differences of date must be non-negative). But on the 
contrary the criterion of histogram convexity cannot be decomposed in such way 
and is global which is proved in section 2. In section 3 some properties of convex 
linear splines interpolating histogram on refined mesh are proved. There are also 
shown the algorithms for testing histogram convexity and finding interpolatory 
convex linear spline on refined mesh based on criterion from section 2. 
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2 Convexity of histogram 
Let us have given histogram G = {gi}£=0
 o n the mesh 
(Ax) : .T0 < xi < . . . < xn < x„+i, with hi — Xi+\ - %i, i = 0(l)n. 
Let us denote (Aax) = {xi}^0 U {xt + aihi}^__0 with 0 < a{ < 1 and let 
5 n ( A a x ) be space of linear splines on the refined mesh (Aax). 
Definition 2.1 We say that histogram G is convex if there exists convex con-
tinuous function / interpolating histogram G (i.e. fx*
+1 f(x)dx = higi for 
i = O(l)ra) on mesh (Ax). 
Theorem 2.2 (Necessary and sufficient criterion of convexity) Histo-
gram G is convex if and only if there exist set of numbers {ai}f__0 and cor-
responding function p(x) G Sn(Aax) which interpolates histogram G. 
Proof 1. Let us have convex histogram G — {gi}f=0 on the mesh (Ax) and let 
/ be convex continuous function which interpolates histogram G. Let us denote 
fi = f(Xi), d~ = lim f'(x), 4 = lim f'(x), 
X-*Xt— X-^tX{ + 
Hi = (fi + hid;+1 - fi+l)/(hi(d-+1 - 4)) 
Then we can define 
Pi0*0 = fi + (x - xi)(fi+\ ~ fi)/hi 
<Xi + hifii 
others 
Jţi/X\ = / fi + (
X - Xi)dt _ ì{x 
\ fi+\ - (XІ+I - x)di+1 otb 
pľ(x) 
fi + (x - Xi)df if x < Xi + hiOti 
/i+i - (xi+i - x)(/i+i - fi - aihidf)/((l - <Xi)hi) others 
with ai G [0,/?i] (see Fig 3). 
I-vІ 
Figure 3 
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The function p?* (x) has the following properties: 
1. p f (x ) < Pi{(x) < pi(x) for all x G [xi,Xi+i] and all a* G [0,/3;] 
2. p ^ is continuous with respect to parameter a* for all x G [xi-Xi+i] 
3. if a-i = 0 then p^{(x) = p^(x) for all x G [;ri,£j+i] 
4. if ai = /3i then p^(x) = p f (x ) for all x G [x^a^+i] 
From convexity of function f(x) we obtain that p^(x) < f(x) < Pi(x) for all 
x G [xi,Xi+\]. It implies that J^ i+1 p?{(x)dx < hig{ < J***
1 pt(x)dx. This 
result and properties of p^' imply that there exists a; G [0, /3;] such that p^{ 
interpolate mean value gi and function values fi and /i+i-
Then we can define linear spline p(x) = p^{(x) if a: G [-Ci,£i+i]. This spline 
is convex function because p^{ is convex on [x^a^+i] for all i = 0(l)n and 
lim p'(x) < d~+1 < _+_-_ = lim p'(x). 
2. Convex p(x) G Sn(Aax) which interpolate G is continues too. • 
Theorem 2.3 There exists no local criterion of histogram convexity i.e. there 
does not exist m G N such that for all n > m the convexity of histograms 
Gj = {gi}™*J, j = 0(l)n — m implies the convexity of G — {gi}™=0. 
Proof Let us denote [z\ the nearest integer less than or equal z G R. Then 
for all k G 1V, k > 3, n = 2k and for the mesh (Ax) with Xi = i for i = 0(l)n we 
can construct histogram G = {gi}f=0 such that go = 10, gi = 6, g2 = 2, </3 = 1, 
9i = <,,_! + 2^-*)/2J + 2U-3)/
2J for i = 4(l)n - 2, <?n_i = gn-2 + 2
k~2 + 1, 
9n = 0n-i + 2*~2 + 1. Histograms G^ = {^}^_0
2 and G B = {pi}Ln-2
 h a v e 
unique convex interpolants in Sn(Aax) given by following sets of breakpoints 
BA = {(0,12),(3,0)}U{(3 + 2 i , ^ ; 2 ^
1 ) } * - 1
2 , 
j = l 
k-2 k-2 
BB = {(n - 2, J ] 2^'
+1 - 2*~2 - 0.5), (n + 1, ] T 2>+1 + 2*"1 + 2.5)}. 
j = i j=i 
The uniqueness of these interpolants and their different function values on in-
terval [xn_2,#n-i] imply the nonexistence of convex interpolant of histogram 
G. But for histograms G\ = { t f i}^ 1 and G2 = {#i}*Li there exist convex 
interpolatory linear splines given for example by following sets of breakpoints 
k-2 
Bx = BA U {(n, Y, 2
j + 1 + 2*~2 + 2)}, 
j=i 
i 
B2 = {(l,8.5),(2,3 .5),(3,0 .5)}u{(3 + z , ^ 2 ^
+ 1 ) / 2 J + ( - l ) 7 2 } ^ i 6 U £?B-
j=i 
D 
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Remark The previous proof (with k = 4) is illustrated on following figures. 
Figure 4: The nonconvexity of G: interpolant of G A 1s dotted, interpolant 
of GB 1s dashed 
\ \ \ 
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Figure 5: The convexity of G\ and G2- interpolant of G\ is dotted, inter-
polant of G2 1s dashed 
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3 Algorithm of convexity testing 
In this section we will show the relations between the function values and the 
first one-sided derivatives in original knots which are consequences of necessary 
and sufficient criterion of histogram convexity given in the theorem 2.2. Us-
ing these relations we will foremost show the algorithm for convexity testing 
and than the algorithm for finding convex linear spline on refined mesh which 
interpolate the convex histogram. 
Let us have given histogram G = {#i}£Lo o n the mesh (Ax) and let p(x) € 
Sn(Aax) interpolate histogram G. Let us denote 
Si = p(xi) (1) 
mf = p'(xi + 0) = lim p'(x) (2) 
x-^x. 
t 
mj =p'{xi-G) = limp'(a;) (3) 
X—¥X{ 
H f +,
 sl+i ~ 2(hj,mf + si)sl+l + 2gihimf + sf 
fm(si,Si+umf) = — —-r- (4) 
hi(2gi - 2si - himj) 
„i , - x sl - 2si(sj+1 - hjm~+1) + s
2
i+1 - 2higjm-+1 
Fm(si,Si+umi+1) = —— — — — ±- (5) 
hi{LSi+i - Igi - himi+1) 
3.1 Some properties of interpolatory linear spline on the 
refined mesh 
The relations between parameters Si, mf, gi, s*+i, rn~+1 will be specified in the 
following lemmas and consequences. 
Lemma 3.1 Let us have given Si, s^+i, mf such that Si + Si+\ / 2g; and 
mf i=- 2(g{ - Si)/hi fori e { 0 , 1 , . . . , n} . Then 
at = (si+i + Si- 2gi)/(si+i - st - htmf) (6) 
m7+i = fm(si>si+umt) (7) 
Proof From formula m~+1 = (si+i - Si - otihimf)/(hi(l - at)) and from 
interpolatory condition 
otihi (l-ai)hi 
/ (si + mfx)dx + / (si + mfaihi + m~+1x)dx = hiQi 
o o 
we obtain (6) and using it in formula for derivative m~+1 we obtain (7). • 
Lemma 3.2 Let us have given Si, 8;+i, m7+i suc^ that Si + Si+i ^ 2gi and 
mf / 2(gi - Si)/hi fori G { 0 , 1 , . . . , n} . Then 
oti = (2si+x - 2gi - him~+1)/(si+i - Si - himj+l) (8) 
mf = Fm(siisi+Um7+l) (9) 
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Proof Can be followed similar way as in proof of lemma 3.1 from interpolatory 
condition and from mf = (si+i — Si — (1 — a^/^ra"^) /'(^z«i) - D 
Lemma 3.3 The necessary conditions of convexity of p(x) on [xi,Xi+i] are 
1. for unknown parameters Si+i, mj+1: 
Si+i > 2gt - Si and m^+1 > (2si+i - 2gi)/hi (10) 
or 
Si+i = 2g.t - Si and m^+x = (2si+i - 2g{)/hi (11) 
2. for unknown parameters si9 mf: 
Si > 2gt - Si+i and mf < (2gi - 2si)/hi (12) 
or 
Si = 2gi - Si+i and mf = (2g{ - 2si)/hi (13) 
Proof 
a) lip(x) is line on [xi, Xi+\] then from interpolatory condition (si+i+Si)/2 = gi 
and from formulas for derivatives mf = m~[+1 = (si+\ —Si)/hi are obtained (11) 
and (13). 
b) From convexity condition mf < m^+1 = (si+\—Si — aihimf)/(hi(l—ai)) and 
from condition 0 < cŶ  < 1 we obtain (10). Similarly from convexity condition 
(si+i — Si — (1 — ai)him~+1)/(hiai) = mf < m~+1 and from condition 0 < c^ < 1 
we obtain (12). • 
Let us denote as Dfm the following domain of parameters: 
Dfln - {(si,,Si+i,mfysi+i > 29i - Si, mf < 2(g{ - Si)/hi} G R
3 (14) 
Lemma 3.4 The functions fm have following properties: 
1. fm are continuous on Dfm (15) 
2. fm are increasing with respect to all parameters on Dfm (16) 
3. fm(si,si+i,mf)>2(si+i-gi)/hi (17) 
4. lim flm(si,Si+umf) = oo (18) 
m + - > ( 2 ( ^ - 5 i ) / h i ) -
5. lim fm(si,Si+i,mf) = 2(si+i -p»)//ii (19) 
in. —• — oo 
6- , -»m ч x / m (
s . , s . + b " î ť " ) = /m(-fl. - в . + l , s . + b"» i" ) 
» І - > ( 2 9 І - « І + I) + 
= 2(в i + 1 - (/ІJ/ЛÍ (20) 
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P r o o f 1. Function / ^ is not continuous only when mf = 2(gi — s^/hi but 
such points are not from Df^. 
2. Using inequalities Si+i > 2gi - s^ mf < 2(gi - Si)/hi and their consequence 
Si+i — Si — himf > 0 we obtain 
dfm __ 2(3j+i +Sj- 2gj)(si+i -Sj- hjmf) 
OSÍ " hi(29i - 2s{ - himf)
2 
Ö/4 2 ( s i + 1 - Si - hiTTlf) 
> 0 o n В Д , 
дsi+i hi(2gi - 2SІ - hiinf 
дfm _ g»+i +Sj- 2gj 
дmf {2gi - 2SІ - hiтnf)2 
> 0 on Df„ 
> 0 on Dfm 
3. / ^ , ^ + 1 , m + ) - 2 ( ^ ^ ^ > 0 on D / ^ 
Aii(2^ - 2s i - himf) 
Remaining statements can be proved simply by substitutions. • 
Consequence 3.5 
1. Let Si, mf < 2(gi — Si)/hi be given. Then for any Si+\ > 2gi — Si and 
any ra2~+1 > f
l
m(si,Si+i,mf) there exists one mf G [mf,2(gi - Si)/hi) 
such that p(x) G Sn(Aax) defined by Si, Si+i, mf, m~+1 on [xi,xi+i] is 
convex here and interpolates mean value gi. 
2. Let Si, mf = 2(gi — Si)/hi be given. Then p(x) G Sn(Aax) is convex 
on [xi,Xi+i] and interpolates mean value gi here only if s i + 1 = 2<^ — Si, 
mf = m 2 + 1 =mf. 
Consequence 3.6 
1. Let Si and mf < 2(gi — Si)/hi be given. Then for any si+\ > 2gi — siy 
mf+1 > f
l
m(si,si+i,mf), mf+1 < 2(gi+x - Si+i)/hi+i there exists 
mf G [mf,2(gi — Si)/hj\ and convex p(x) G Sn(Aax) interpolating mean 
values gif gi+i such that p(xi) = si} p(xi + 0) = mf, p(xi+o) = Sj+i, 
p(xt+i + 0 ) = mf+1. 
2. Let Si andmf — 2(gi~ Si)/hi be given. Then for Si+\ =2gi — si, mf = mf 
and any mf+1 > mf, mf+1 < 2(gi+\ — si+i)/hi+i there exists convex 
p(x) G 5 n ( A Q x ) interpolating mean values gif gi+\ such that p(xi) = Si, 
pfa + 0) = mf, p(xi+0) = Si+i, p(xi+i + 0) = mf+1. 
3.32 Algori thm for test ing histogram convexity 
We will use the algorithm based on criterion from theorem 2.2 and on similar 
idea as so called staircase algorithm (see [3], [13] and [17]). Let us have given 
histogram G = {g;}^0 on the mesh (Ax) and let us denote Gj = {9i}
3
i=0 for 
j = 0(l)n. 
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Algorithm 3.7 Let the sets Wj C I?2, j — 0(l)n-h 1 be constructed according 
to following rules: 
1. 
W0 
_ (s0,mfj ) : 3 convex p0(x) _ Sn(A
ax) interpolating G0 
0 ~~ ' such that p0(x0) =
 5o, p0(x0 + 0) = m£ 
2. for j = 1(1)-.: 
(sj,m^) : 3 convex Pj(x) G 5n (A a x) interpolating Gj 
Wj = ^ and 3(si,mf) G W{ for i = 0(l)j - 1 such that 
Pi(x-i) = Si, p'i(xi + 0) =- m+ for i = 0(l)j 
3. 
Wг+1 
[ ( s n + i , m n + 1 ) : 3 convex p n+i(x) G S n ( A
a x ) 
interpolating C? and 3(s;,m+) G VVj for i = 0(l)n 
such that Pi(xi) — sx, p\(xi + 0) = m+ and 
[ Pn+\(xn+l) = «n+l, . P n + l ( z n + i ~ 0) = m ~ + 1 
If all VVj 7- 0, j = 0(l)n -f 1 then there exists convex p(x) G 5 n ( A a x ) interpo­
lating histogram G. 
Theorem 3.8 The sets Wj from algorithm 3.1 can be rewritten as: 
1. 
W0 = {(s 0,m+) - m+ < 2(g0 - s0)/h0} (21) 
2. for j = l ( l ) n : 
{ (sj,m~j~) : 3(sj_i,m~L1) G VVj_i SMC/I that \ 
Sj > 2gj.1-sj.1, m+ > / ^ ( s j - i . ^ m + . J , \ (22) 
m+ <2(gj-sJ)/hj J 
5. 
{ ( s n + i , m n + 1 ) : 3(s n ,m+) G VVn suc/i tiW 1 
((sn+i > 2<?n - Sn) A ( m n + 1 > / £ ( s n , s n +i ,m+) ) \ (23) 
V((sn+i = 2gn - sn) A (m n + 1 = 2(gn - sn)/hn)) J 
Proof The statement (21) is consequence of necessary conditions in lemma 3.3. 
The statement (22) (or (23) ) is implied by consequence 3.6 (or consequence 3.5). 
• 
The more precise description of Wt will be given in the following conse-
quences. This description depends on properties of previous set VV;_i. First the 
description of VVi will be given. 
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Consequence 3.9 
Wi = {(si,mt) •• mt > 2(si-g0)/h0, m+ < 2(gx - si)jhi\ (24) 
Proof In (22) we have 
_ f (s i ,m^) : 3 (s 0 ,m
+ ) € W0 such that sx > 2<?0 - s0, 1 
1 ~ \ mt > fm(s0,si,m£), mt < 2(gi - si)/hi J 
From (21) is obtained that s € R and m G (-oo, 2(g0 — s0)//_0_. If s0 -» oo 
then using si > 2g0 — s0 we obtain si > oo. If m0 ->• — oo then using mt > 
fm(s0, si, m£) and (19) we obtain mt > 2(si - g0)/h0. D 
Now for i < n and Wi_i such that W_i # 0 and intW__ = 0 we obtain 
following two consequences. 
Consequence 3.10 Let us have given i <n, s___, m___ < 2(#i_1 -sf_ 1) / / i i_i 
an_ £/ie set 
W_i = { ( s i _ ! , m t i ) : Si-i = «?__, m£_ € [m?__ ,2(<;._i - _?__.)//».__]} 
Then the following implications hold: 
1. If 2(9i - (20._i - sf__))/hi < 2_/j_i - sf__)/hi_i then W = 0. 
5. / / 2(9i - (29i_i - sf_x))/hi = 2(<.i_i - sf_i)/hi_i then 
Wi = {(2<..__ - s?__,2(<.._i - sf_i)/hi_i)} (25) 
5. / / 2(9i - (2gi-i - s?_1))// l i > 2(c.i_i - *___)// . ._! and mf_x = 2(_/__1 -
sf_i)/hi_i then 
_ f (si,m+) : Si = 25i_i - s?__, m+ > m?__, \ 
Wt-{ mt<2(9i-sf)/hi)) ) W 
^ / / 2(pi - (25i_i - sf_i))/hi > 2(gi_i - s?__)/n._i and mf__ < 2(_»i_1 -
sf_i)/hi-i then 
_ f (Si,mt) : Si > 2_/i__ - sf__, m+ < 2(Qi - Si)/hi, \ 
l ~ \ mt>f^(sU,Si,mf_x) ) (-7) 
Proof The lemma 3.4 implies that 
m™8" := min{m_ll1 : 3si_i such that (si_i,mf_1) € W_x} 
= 2(pi_ 1 -s f_ 1 ) / f t i _i , 
smin _____ m j n { s . . _)m+ s u c h t h a t (s_>m+) G VTJ = 25__1 _ ^ ^ 
m™* := min{m+ : 3si such that (Si,mt) G Wi} = 2(9i - s?
in)/hi 
= 2(gi-(2gi-i-sf_1))/hi. 
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If m™*™ > m™ax then there can not exist convex interpolant and Wi — 0. 
If m™™ — m™ax then the only convex interpolant on interval [x/_i,x i + i] is 
line and this implies (25). 
If m ^ f < m™ax then (26) and (27) are obtained from consequence 3.6. • 
Consequence 3.11 Let us have given sd, mn < 2(gn — sn)/hn arid the set 
Wn = {(sn ,m+ : sn = sn, m+ G [mn,2(gn - s
d
n)/hn}} 
Then the following implications hold: 
L If mdx = 2(gn - sn)/hn then 
VVn+i = {(2gn - sn,2(gn - sn)/hn} (28) 
2. If mdn < 2(gn - s
d
n)/hn then 
i (sn+i,mn+i) ' ((sn+i = 2gn - sn) 1 
A(m-+ 1 = 2(gn - s^)/hn)) V ((sn + i > 2gn - s
d)A \ (29) 
{™n+i>fM,8n+umn)) J 
Proof Can be followed similar way as in proof of consequence 3.10, using 
consequence 3.5 instead of consequence 3.6. • 
Now for i < n and VV„_i such that inttVi_i ^ 0 we obtain following two 
consequences. 
Consequence 3.12 Let us have given i < n, — oo < sd_x < oo, the increasing 
continuous function ri-i(si-i) such thatri-i(s
d_l) < 2(gi-i-sf_l)/hi, m
d_x = 
ri-i(^f-i) and the set 
_ j (si-umf^) : Si_i > ^_ 1 7 m ^ < 2(^_i - Si-i)//ii_i- \ 
Let 6e s^_x such that ri-i(s^i1) = 2(gi-\ — s^^/hi-i. Then the following 
implications hold: 
1. If 2(9i - (20i_i - -?_i))//ii < 2(_i-i - 8j_i)//ti-i «lien W = 0. 
2. / / 2(0,. - (2_ii_i - s'i_i))//ii = 2(0i_i - -J_i)//ii -i then 
Wi = {(2f t_i - . e i , 2 (5 i_ i - C i ) M i - i ) l (30) 
5. / / 2(9i - (20i_i - -£i))//_i > 2(0i_i - -J_i)/fti-i tfien 
*i,m+) : Si > 25i_i - -f_i, m+ < 2(_Ji - -i)//»i, 1 
»/«» < 20i_i - sf_x tfien m+ > 2(_i - ^_i ) / / . i_ i > (31) 
e/se m+ > /^T1(-Sl_i,-t,mf_1) J 
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Proof The lemma 3.4 implies that 
ra 1\
n := min{mf_1 : _5j_i such that (si-i,mf_x) G ^Vi-i} 
= 2(gi-l-s™1)/hi-u 
s?in := min{si : 3mf such that (si,mf) G W{} = 2^_i - s™i, 




If ra^1 > ra^ax then there can not exist convex interpolant and Wi = 0. 
If ra^J1 = m7 i a : c then the only convex interpolant on interval [#i_i,Xi+ 1] is 
line and this implies (30). 
If m ^ J 1 < mmax then we obtain (31) from consequence 3.6 and from proper­
ties of f^1 given in lemma3.4. If s* > 2^_i-sf_1 then Si > 2gi-i-s
m_1 and for 
all (si-i^mjij G Wi-1 we can compute f?n~
1(si-i,Si,mf_1). Prom (16) we ob­
tain that / •T 1 ( s i - i ,S i ,m£ i ) > fml(sLi>si>™Li) f o r a l l (5 i _ i , r a r . 1 )€ Wi- i . 
If 2pi_i -s™ 1 < 5i < 2^_i -sf_! than we can compute fm~
1(si-i,si,mf__1) for 
all (si-i^m^) G VVi-i such that Si-i > 2<^_i — Si. Prom (20) it is obtained 
that mf > 2(si - pi- i) / / i*-i . • 
Consequence 3.13 Let us have given — 00 < 8n < 00, £/ie increasing contin-
uous function rn(sn) such that rn(sfl) < 2(gn - s n) / / i n , ran = rn(sn) and £/ie 
se£ 
w _ j (
sn,mf) : sn > sn, mf < 2(gn - sn)/hn, \ 
n~\ mf>rn(sn) j 
Let be sm such that rn(s™) = 2(gn - s%)/hn. Then 
Wn+1 = {2gn - s™,2(gn - sn)/hn} 
{ (
sn+um~+1): sn+l>2gn-s™, 1 
ifsn+i < 29n - sdn then mf+1 > 2(sn+i - gn)/hn > (32) 
else ra++1 > fm(sn,sn+umn) J 
Proof Can be followed the similar way as in proof of consequence 3.12, using 
consequence 3.5 instead of consequence 3.6. • 
Remark The functions ri(si) for i = l ( l )n in previous consequences can be 
given by one of the following rules: 
1. n(si) = 2(si - ft-i)//ii-i 
2. ri(«i) = /ir
1(^1,«i,mt1) 
, r ( q \ - f fmHsLi^umLi) if
 si > 2gi-1-sL1 
6' r*Si> ~ \ 2(Si - 5 i - i) /fci- i others 
where sL\ ar-d mLi a r e g1 v e n by set Wi-i 
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3.3 Algori thm for finding convex p(x) e Sn(A
ax) interpo-
lating G 
Let us have given sets W{ 7- 0 for i = 0(l)n + 1 from algorithm 3.7 and functions 
F^ from (5) for i = 0(l)n. Let us denote 
sd = min{si : 3mf such that (sumf) G W{} for i = 0(l)n -h 1 (33) 
md = min{m+ : (sd,mf) G W>} for i = 0(l)n (34) 
m n + 1 = min{mn"+1 : (sn + 1 , ra~+ 1) G Wn+X} (35) 
Algorithm 3.14 
1. Choose some ( s n + 1 ,m n + 1 ) G H^+i 
2. for j = n ( - l ) l do: 
choose some (sj,mf) G Wj H Fn\(sj,Sj+i,mJ^_l) 
if Sj = sdj then put mj = md- else choose mj such that (sj,mj) G Wj 
3. Choose some (so,mJ) G Wo VI Fn\(so,Si,mJ) 
Remark The choices in algorithm can be done for example in the following 
way: 
1. The choice of sn+\ and m~+1: s n + 1 = sn+1, mn+i = 2gn - sn+i 
2. The choice of Sj and mf for j = 0(l)n: 
if 2gj - Sj+i < sd then Sj = sd else Sj = 2gj - Sj+i 
3. The choice of mj for j = l(l)n: mj = mf 
4 Numerical example 
Example 4.1 The histogram G was obtained as mean values of function sin(x) 
on mesh (Ax) = {n + i7r/10}\10. The algorithm find that histograms is convex 
on interval [n,2ir + 7r/10] in which the interval of convexity of function sin(x) 
is contained (see Fig 6). 
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